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THE UNIQUENESS OF THE DIRICHLET SPACE
AMONG MOBIUS-INVARIANT HILBERT SPACES

BY

J. ARAZY AND S.D. FISHER

The Dirichlet space D on the unit disc A (z: Izl < 1} consists of those
analytic functions f(z) on A for which the semi-norm- z dxdy (1)

is finite. Equivalently if f(z)= E,,__oa,,z
A, then

is the power series of f(z) valid in

o )1/2Oo(f ) E nla,,[ 2 (2t
n=l

so that D can be viewed as well as a weighted 12 space. The Dirichlet space has
this fundamental property: if q(z) is a Mrbius function mapping the disc A
into itself,

q(z) X
1 fi, lal < 1, IXl 1, (3)

then

P0(f q) Oo(f). (4)

Property (4) follows from (1) by replacing f by f q and using the usual
change of variables formula. In this paper we show that property (4) actually
characterizes D. Indeed, we show that if H is a Hilbert space of analytic
functions on A, continuously contained in the Bloch space, with the property
that the Mobius group acts continuously and boundedly on H by composition,
then, in fact, H D with equivalent norms. The details follow.

Let t’ denote the group of all MObius functions of the form (3); ’ is
topologized by making the bijection q (h, a) of d/4’ onto T X A a homeo-
morphism. Let denote the Bloch space on A; this consists of all analytic
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functions g(z) on A for which the semi-norm

p(g) sup (1 Izl2)lg’(z)l (5)

is finite. The space includes the algebra H of bounded analytic functions
on A as well as the Dirichlet space. A linear space ogd’ of analytic functions on
A is MObius invariant if it satisfies the following condition:

f q) 3f’ whenever f and q ’. (6)

We shall suppose that there is a semi inner product (., -) on ’; that is, a map
of sod’ ’ into C which satisfies all the usual axioms of an inner product with
the exception that (f, f) 0 need not imply that f 0. Let

p(f) ( f f )l/ >_ O, f ,’. (7)

We suppose further that ff is a linear subspace of the Bloch space and that
there is a constant A with

p (f) < (8)

It follows from (8) that the kernel of the semi-norm p is either (0) or C. We
define a norm on ogt" by

IIfll p(f) if p-l(o) {0) (9)

or

Ilfll p2(f) 4- If(O)l 2 if p-(O) C. (10)

We make two more assumptions:
(11) is complete in the norm given in (9) or (10);
(12) for each f ’, the mapping 9 f tp is continuous from ’ into. It is almost immediate and certainly quite easy that the Dirichlet space D

satisfies (6)-(12), with (10). For that matter so does the space of those
functions f with f’ in the Hardy space H2 and a number of other Hilbert
spaces of analytic functions on A. What we shall show in this paper, however,
is that among all such Hilbert spaces only D satisfies (4) or even a substantial
weakening of (4).

THEOREM 1. Let satisfy (6)-(12). If

p(f)=p(foq), f,,p (13)
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then there is a positive constant with

o(f) XPo(f), f (14)

and hence is exactly D.

THEOREM 2.
0 < < 1, with

Let of’ satisfy (6)-(12). If there is a positive constant

18p( f ) < p( f ) < -p( f ), f 9’, ’ (15)

then there is a positive constant , with

1gPo( f ) < P( f ) < -Po( f ), (16)

and hence is exactly D.

Theorem I is quite direct and is proved in Section 1. The proof of Theorem 2
is considerably more involved and it is contained in Section 2. Section 3
contains several examples which show that Theorem 2 is "best possible" in a
number of ways.

Remark. It is worth pointing out explicitly here that conditions (6) and
(15) force (8) to hold if there is at least one linear functional L on which
satisfies

IL(f)l -< Msup ( lf ( z )l f K} (17)

for some constant M, some compact set K in A, and all f . This is a
theorem of L.A. Rubel and R.M. Timoney [5]. Moreover, (17) is a natural
condition if norm convergence is to imply uniform convergence on compact
sets in A. Hence, we may as well assume (8) initially.
We begin by obtaining several conclusions from the hypotheses (6)-(12) and

(15). First let f be any non-constant function in and consider the integral

1 iOZUk(Z ) f(e )e -iko dO, k= 1,2,

uk is an element of ’ (by (6) and (12)) and a simple computation gives
Uk(Z ) akZk where f(z) ,noanz n. Since f is non-constant there is at least
one n >_ 1 for which a 4: 0. Hence, z for some n >_ 1. Thus, (z
r)n/(1 rz) lies in " for every r, r (- 1,1). There are many choices of r
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for which

0 ’ 1--re it
e --it dt

and hence z by the argument above. This shows that (z r)/(1 rz)
lies in for all r (-1,1) and yields

2r 1- reiOz
e dO, k 1,2,....

Consequently, z k lies in ocg for all k 1, 2, Further, by taking semi-norms
of both sides we find that

(1-rg-)rk-lp(z) <
1- reiz

dO < p(z), -1 < r < 1.

If we choose r 2 (k 1)/k we obtain

O(z’)k-l(1- l/k)(*-1)/2 < (1/8)p(z)

This yields the estimate

O(zk)<A’k, k= 1,2,... (18)

for some constant A’ (and shows as well that p(z)4= 0.) We see that any
function analytic on a neighborhood of zl -< 1 is in off’ and also that the
series Ek=or*Z is absolutely convergent in for any r, Irl < 1. Hence, in
the semi inner product (.,-) we can bring summation from the inside to the
outside and assert, for instance, that

rJs(zJ, z
1 rz’ 1 sz

j, k=0

if -l<r,s< 1.
Let f and let r (0,1). We set f(z) f(rz); we actually have

where Pr is the Poisson kernel and o(z)= eiOz. Since f ko is a continuous
function of 0 we see that fr lies in ,g’ and, further, fr f in the norm of
as r 1. Hence, the functions analytic on a neighborhood of [z[ < 1 are
dense in of’.
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1. The proof of Theorem I

Note first that (13) actually gives us

( f q:, g q ) (f,g), f g o, q ,/ht.

First take to be k0(z)= ei7,. Then

(zC, z n) (zto /o,zno bo) (eiOzlc, einOz n) ei(-n)O(zl,zn )

and so

(z *,zn)=0 ifk4:n. (19)

Next, take to be q)r(Z)= (Z r)/(1 rz), -1 < r < 1. Then

(1,1) + r2(z,z)= (1 + rz,1 + rz)
(1 + rqgr, 1 + rqgr)

(1 r2)2 E r2k(zk, z*)
k=0

The coefficient of r 2 gives (z, z) 2(1,1) + (z, z) so that (1,1) 0. Further,
the coefficient of r 2n, n > 2, gives

0 (zn, z n) 2(zn-l,z n-l) +(zn-2, zn-2), n >_. 2,

so that by solving recursively we obtain

(z",z") n(z,z), n 2,3,4, (20)

Setting 2 (Z, Z) we thus have

P-(f ) (f f ) X E nla,[ P(f )
n=l

(21)

as we wished to show.

2. Proof of Theorem 2

We begin by introducing two new semi inner products on which produce
semi-norms equivalent to p. The first is

1 f[f g] (f o, go +a) dO (22)
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and the second is

where, as before

(f,g) =m(fo%,go%) (3)

a(z) eiOz, --,tr < 0 <
z--r

--1 <r< 1,%(z)= 1- rz’

and m is an invariant mean on the abelian group f { r: --1 < r < 1); see
[4]. The semi inner product in (22) is rotation invariant

[fok0, gok0]= [f,g], -r<0<r (24)

while the semi-inner product in (23) is invariant under the group ’ in the sense
that

(fo%,go%) (f,g), -l<r< 1. (25)

Further, because of (15) we have

18p(f) < [f,f]l/:Z < p(f), f a,
1{Sp(/) < (f, f)l/_ < .p(f), f

so that the semi-norms produced by and ( ) are equivalent to p.
Thus, we may, and we will, work with the semi inner products (22) and (23)
without altering our space of’. We can not assume that the inner product
simultaneously satisfies (24) and (25) unless we assume that p(f p)= p(f)
for all {p .//g; this is just the situation handled in Section 1.
Using the rotation invariant semi-norm defined in (22) we find that

If, f]

_
la,,l:[z",z "]

n=O

where f(z)= .,,,oa,,z" is an element of o. Hence, to show that oct is just
the Dirichlet space we need only show that there is a positive constant c such
that

1
cn < [z" "1,z <--n, n =1,2,...

or, equivalently,

1
c’n < (z",z ’) <--n (26)

Ct

for some constant c’.
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The semi inner product
that for n,k >_ 0 we have

) is invariant under the group by (25) so

(z",z k) ((%)",(r)k), -1 <r< 1. (27)

The functions (%)" and (%)k are real analytic functions of r and because of
(18) we know that the right-hand side of (27) is also a real analytic function of
r. We differentiate the right-hand side of (27) with respect to r and then set
r 0; by doing this we obtain

0 n(z"-l(z2- 1), zt’> + k<z",zk-l(zz- 1)>. (28)

Set

a+, k= (z+, z k) and flk ak,k (zk,zk)

From (28) we get

0 n { Oln+l, k Otn_l, k } 4r k ( Oln,k+ Oln,k_l}. (29)

In (29), take n k + 1 and add the resulting expressions from k--0 to
k N. The result is

Thus,

N

Nflu+ =/30 + 2 Y’. flk-(N + 1)aU+2,V.
k=l

N

/30+2 Y’flk
flN+l k=l <Z N+2, zN>
N+I N(N + 1) N (30)

In order to estimate fln/n we need to get good estimates on the rate of growth
of Su Ek=XflkV + 1/2flo. Set bk [z k, zk], k 0, 1,2,.... For r (-1,1), we
have

-4<Z, Z> -4<q0r, q0r> __. [q0r, q0r]

r2bo +(1 r2)2 r2kb+
k=0

N

_> (1 r) r2b+l.
k=0

Choose r 2 N/(N + 1); we find that

SN < CN2 (31)
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for some constant C and all N. This is enough to actually prove that fl,, < C’n
as we now show. We begin with (30).

flu+x 2Su <z u, zN+2>
N+ 1 N(N + 1) N

2SN
N(N+ 1)

1 N N+ 2, N zN+ 2>2N(Z + z z %- %- "(N %- N+2)"

Using the equivalence of the semi-norms we find that

8 1 N N+2, zN zN+2)2N(flu+ flu+2} < -(z + z +

2Su + 1 flu+
N(N + 1) { fiN %- fiN+2 } U +

Rearranging we have

N+I <_ Art %- (1 8) N + 22N+1
where A" is a constant which incorporates the upper bound of CN2 on Su and
the bounded term

(fiN+2) N N+ 2

Let

fin Art
n 288"

Then (32) is equivalent to

23’N+ < (1 6S){3,N + N+2) (32)’

and we know from (31) that N ’ C’N2 for all N. Suppose that there is some
integer, say M, such that

"YM+1%- M > 0, "YM+I ")tM > 0.

Then

M+I ")tM - tM+I (8’M +(1 8)’YM+2 2"YM+l
(1 88)(yM+: ")’M+I) --8(/M %- M+I)

< (1 88)(yM+2- "I/M+I).
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Consequently, Vt+ 2 "&t+ and 3t+ 2 -I- ItM+ are both positive and the
argument can be repeated indefinitely yielding

/M+I /M -< (1 3 8) * ( 7v+,+l "}/M+ k }’ k 1,2,

This surely implies that the sequence { ’n } grows exponentially fast, contradict-
ing (31). Hence, for every n we have either

(]tn+l -- n)(]tn+l- n) -< 0 (33)

or

n+l - /n 0 and n+l /n O. (34)

In either case 3’n+ < I.l for all n. Since n > -A"/28 for all n we see that
{ 3’n ) remains bounded and so

fl,, < c’n, n 1,2,3,... (35)

for all n, where c’ is some constant.
We next establish the lower bound sN > cN 2. We have

88rE[z, Z] < 8S[1 + rz,1 + rz]
_< 4(1 + rz, 1 + rz)

84(1 + rq)r, 1 + r%)

1 rz’ 1 rz

<(l_rE)E[ 1 1
1 rz’ 1 rz

(1 r2)2 E r2kbk
k=0

kO raN+

where m is an integer to be determined shortly. Take r E N/(N + 1) and use
the fact that bk < c"k from (35). Thus,

E N+I bk<c" E k N+I
mN+ raN+ 1

< C xepx dx
mN
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where p log(N/(N + 1)). The integral has the value

+ (36)p N+I

Multiply the expression in (36) by (1 r-) 2 1/(N + 1) 2 and let N ---) o;
the limit is (m + 1)e-m. Choose m so big that

c"(m + 1)e < 1/2(8b 1.
Hence,

N+ 1 bl < (N+ 1) -9.
bk + 1/218bl, Nlarge,

o

and so Nbk > 7qN 2 for some positive constant 1. Thus,

N

Y’b, > ’N2

0

all N (37)

as we wished to show. Combining the estimate in (37) with (30) we obtain

1/2 N+2flN+ + (38)/’< N+I N

We shall show below that there is a constant "t with

/3,+ < ,fl,, n 1,2,.... (39)

Using this in (38) we find that r/’ < 2fflN/N which together with (35) gives
(26). Next, we must prove (39). To do this we write

where we have written

z--r)%"(z) 1 rz
y’ cj,,(r)z j.
j=O
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Now

1 fr e it r -i(n+ [)tc+,(r)= -- 1-rei’
e dt

1 f_r (1--re-it)2r 1 re it
e -it dt

2r 1-reit
e "dr.

Take r 1In and let n m; the integral converges to the value

1 f e 2i sin te -it dt.
2r

This integral can be easily evaluated by the residue theorem; its value is

y,. (_ 1) j 1 1 1 1
=1- + I--.->1/2

j----0 J!(J + 1)! 12 144

and so (39) is proved. The last step of the proof of Theorem 2 is to show that
bo r0 0. Suppose, to the contrary, that [1,1] bo : 0; we shall derive a
contradiction. If f , then

o2(f) > 8-[f,f] i 2 bolf(O)[ 2 + la,12bn

Now if we write f(cp(z)) f(tp(0)) + F.a;z then we know that

[fo (p, fo (p] b0lf(tp(0))l 2 + la,12bn.

The numbers b, satisfy

and hence

1
nv <b,< -n, n=1,2,...
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Thus

Hence,

bolf(0)l + (1 82) Ela,,lb,, >_ 68b01f(q(0))12

Since (0) can be any point of A we see that f(z) is bounded in A by an
expression equivalent to its norm. Thus, every element of the Hilbert space
is bounded. However, we already know that D is 3’ and since D contains
unbounded functions we must have b0 0.

3. Examples

The M6bius group ’ is composed of the two (abelian) subgroups

if-- (lqDr:--1 <r<l} and = (fro"-r<O<r}

in the following sense. If

Z Ot
k e ib ot re itp( z ) ,

1---Z-7
then

)(Z) @b+t()r(_t(Z))), Z A.

We now give two examples which show that a semi-norm can be invariant
under either of the groups f# and (but not both) and yet still not be
equivalent to P0-

Example 1. Let w (w, } be a sequence of non-negative numbers and let
Hv consist of all analytic functions f(z)= E,,=oa,,z on A for which

(o )1/2Pw(f) Ela,,12w,, < . (40)
0
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The semi-inner product

(f g), YannW,, (41)
0

satisfies (7) and, further, (f k0, g k0)w (f, g)w for all and all f, g Hw.

Furthermore, the mapping r(0)= f ko is a continuous map from the unit
circle into H** for each f Hw. The form (41) is an inner product precisely
when w > 0 for all n. If w 0 but w2 > 0 then o’ is not equivalent to .
Example 2. In the Dirichlet space D consider the operator

(rf)(z) (z2- 1)f’(z).
T is the infinitesimal generator of the one parameter group

(= (C/ -1 <r< 1} whereC,.(f)=fo%..
That is,

d
Tf -r ( f

where differentiation is taken in the strong topology of D. T is an unbounded,
closed, densely defined, purely imaginary operator (see [3; Chapter XII.6] and
[21).

Let u be a non-negative, measurable function on the imaginary axis and let
u(T) be the positive operator (usually unbounded) corresponding to u by the
usual operational calculus (see [3; Chapter XlI]). Let H be the domain of
u(T) and set

(f,g),= (u(T)f,f) o, f,g

This semi inner-product is invariant under the group G since u(T) commutes
with C for all r.

If u > 0 a.e., then (-,-), is an inner product; this inner product is
equivalent to that of D if and only if u is an invertible element of L. Thus, a
non-invertible positive element u of L will produce a Hilbert space of
analytic functions on A which is invariant under fg but which is, not the
Dirichlet space D.

Example 3. It is possible for both the groups ff and to act on a space
simultaneously in such a way that (6)-(12) hold and yet the space is not D.
One simple example is the Hilbert space H consisting of all analytic functions

f( z ) Ea,,z" on A with

p2(f) nUla,,i 2 Iif,ii u
H2" 0

0
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where H- is the Hardy space. Here, p(f po) P(f) for all f H and all
0 or, r and further

2
P(fcPr)<

(l-r)
2p(f)’ O<r<l,fH

so that f acts continuously on H. But exactly because the action of f is not
uniformly bounded the conclusion of Theorem 2 can not, and does not, hold.

Remarks. (1) The MObius group t’ is not amenable [4] so the proof of
Theorem 2 can not be reduced to the case of Theorem 1 by averaging over
as we averaged over in (23).

(2) The arguments that showed that sN is comparable to N2 are really
more general and can easily be adapted to prove the following:

THEOREM. Suppose { b ) is a sequence of non-negative numbers and let
Y’.0bn, k 1,2,... be the sequence of partial sums. Assume that A(t)=

F_.bnt converges for all 0 < < 1. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) There is a constant K such that K-1 < (1 t)2A(t) < K, 0 < < 1.
(ii) There is a constant L such that L-1 < n-2s, < L, n 1, 2

A closely related result appears in [1; Theorem 1.10a]; the authors thank the
referee for bringing this reference to their attention.
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for introducing him to the subject of MObius invariant spaces and for several
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